Job Posting

Position Title: Class A Driver
Location: Londonderry, NH (CD)
Reports To: Fleet Supervisor

Responsibilities:

• Daily comprehensive pre-trip inspection process for Webb tractor trailers. This inspection includes insuring material is secure, properly loaded and able to be transported to locations safely.
• Possess a ‘SAFETY FIRST’ approach and attitude to daily responsibilities.
• Check, analyze and organize all daily delivery documents/paperwork. Must make sure all documents pertaining to material loaded on truck are correct according to Webb operating procedures.
• Maintain perfect and accurate truck log according to State and Federal Regulations.
• Safe, efficient and timely transport of Webb inventory to any one of our 90+ locations. Pick up/Deliver to Webb Vendors on a daily basis.
• Assist at branches in the loading and unloading of all material delivered or product considered “branch returns”.
• Must maintain consistent daily operational contact with Operations Manager.

Qualifications:

• Must possess a good driving record
• Must be able to lift 70 lbs.
• Ability to work in the warehouse in any position requested during “down-time” period.
• Provide an extremely high level of customer service and courteousness at all times.
• CDL CLASS ‘A’ License and HAZMAT endorsement required.
• Must be flexible to different daily start and finish times and be willing to work overtime if requested.